1. **IIC Promotion in ComSoc**

   1.1. The IEEE Communications Society (ComSoc) will review for publication yearly at least one article, previously published in a IIC journal or magazine. ComSoc will publish no more than two such articles per year. A IIC officer will manage the preparation of these articles, submitting them for publication in collaboration with the ComSoc Directors of Magazines or Journals for consideration in the appropriate ComSoc journal or magazine. These articles will be prepared in English prior to submission to ComSoc.

   1.2. Activities of IIC will be promoted in ComSoc's *IEEE Communications Magazine* using a one-page advertisement prepared by IIC describing the Organization and its programs.

   1.3. The IIC advertisement will appear annually in *IEEE Communications Magazine* no later than 3Q of every year; submission deadline will be 3 months prior to publication date.

   1.4. ComSoc will display the one-page advertisement in its www server and replace the advertisement with an annual update from IIC; a pointer will be provided to the IIC home page.

   1.5. ComSoc will display one copy of each IIC journal and magazine at ComSoc's ICC and GLOBECOM conferences and will distribute subscription forms and calls for papers as provided by IIC. One current copy of each IIC publication will be air shipped to ComSoc for this purpose.

2. **ComSoc Promotion in IIC**

   2.1. IIC will review for publication yearly at least one article previously published in a ComSoc journal or magazine. IIC will publish no more than two such articles per given year. ComSoc’s Director of Journals or Director of Magazines will manage preparation of these articles, submitting them to the Editorial Board Director of IIC for consideration in the appropriate IIC journal or magazine.

   ComSoc will submit these in English; IIC will determine whether to translate them into the local language for publication.

   2.2. ComSoc publications will be promoted in a IIC magazine or journal using a one-page ad prepared by ComSoc describing the Communications Society, its sister-society relationship with IIC, and ComSoc magazines and journals. This ad will be published annually and will focus on publications.

   2.3. The annual advertisement will appear in IIC's magazine no later than 3Q of every year; submission deadline would be 3 months prior to publication date.

   2.4. IIC will display the one-page advertisement in its www server and replace the advertisement with an annual update from ComSoc; a pointer will be provided to the ComSoc home page.
2.5. IIC will display one copy of each ComSoc's magazine and journal at major IIC conferences and meetings, and will distribute subscription forms and appropriate ComSoc calls for papers. One current copy of each publication will be air shipped to IIC for this purpose.

2.6. IIC will offer ComSoc's magazines and journals in annual subscription promotions associated with membership renewals. The current IIC member subscription rates for ComSoc publications (print and electronic combination) shall be as follows (US dollars):

- IEEE Communications Magazine $47
- IEEE Network $58
- IEEE Wireless Communications $58
- IEEE Communications Letters $76
- IEEE Transactions on Communications $85
- IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications (JSAC) $85
- IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications $87

Publication rates are subject to annual increases. Air freight postage will be an additional: $102, $79, $72, $79, $112, $121, and $68, respectively. (Note: All listed rates are subject to change.)

2.7. ComSoc will offer IIC magazines and journals in annual subscription promotions associated with membership renewals. The annual ComSoc member subscription rates for IIC magazines and journals shall be as follows (US dollars):

- IIC Name of publication or publications $XXX

3. General Considerations

3.1. The above sister-society publication promotions will be implemented at no charge to either society.

3.2. All publications, papers and promotions will be in the English language except for sections 1.5 and 2.1 (above).

3.3. This side agreement is subject to stipulations in the main agreement between IIC and ComSoc (Section III: A – F).

Please indicate concurrence by returning one fully executed letter.
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